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Abstract 

Background: Capture and identification of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in the blood system 
can help guide therapy and predict the prognosis of cancer patients. However, simultaneous 
capture and identification of CTCs with both epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes remains a 
formidable technical challenge for cancer research. This study aimed at developing a system to 
efficiently capture and identify these CTCs with heterogeneous phenotypes using transparent 
nanomaterials and quantum dots (QDs)-based multiplexed imaging. 
Methods: Hydroxyapatite-chitosan (HA-CTS) nanofilm-coated substrates were modified based 
on our previous work to increase the capture efficiency of cancer cell lines by extending baking and 
incubating time. QDs-based imaging was applied to detect cytokeratin, epithelial cell adhesion 
molecule (EpCAM), and vimentin of cancer cells to demonstrate the feasibility of multiplexed 
imaging. And QDs-based multiplexed imaging of CD45, cytokeratin and vimentin was applied to 
detect CTCs from different cancer patients that were captured using HA-CTS nanofilm substrates.  
Results: Comparisons of the capture efficiencies of cancer cells at different baking time of film 
formation and incubating time of cell capture revealed the optimal baking and incubating time. 
Optimal time was chosen to develop a modified CTCs capture system that could capture Ep-
CAM-positive cancer cells at an efficiency > 80%, and EpCAM-negative cancer cells at an efficiency 
> 50%. QDs-based imaging exhibited comparable detection ability but higher photostability 
compared to organic dyes imaging in staining cells. In addition, QDs-based multiplexed imaging also 
showed the molecular profiles of cancer cell lines with different phenotypes well. The integrated 
CTCs capture and identification system successfully captured and imaged CTCs with different 
sub-phenotypes in blood samples from cancer patients. 
Conclusion: This study demonstrated a reliable capture and detection system for heterogeneous 
CTCs that combined enrichment equipment based on HA-CTS nanofilm substrates with 
QDs-based multiplexed imaging. 
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Introduction 
Recurrence and metastases are the most common 

causes of cancer-related deaths [1-2]. Circulating tu-
mor cells (CTCs), which escape from primary tumors 
and invade into the blood system, are proved to be 
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closely related to tumor recurrence and metastases [1, 
3-5]. It has been well demonstrated that the detection 
of CTCs is a sensitive and convenient method to guide 
individual therapy, predict prognosis, and monitor 
progression [6-8]. However, the effective capture of 
rare CTCs from a complex blood system is still a ma-
jor challenge for the oncology community. Previous 
efforts attempted to develop various CTCs capture 
systems including immunoaffinity enrichment and 
physical enrichment [9-12], which powerfully pro-
moted CTCs research.  

Immunoaffinity enrichment is one of the most 
common techniques for CTCs capture and detection. 
This technique primarily applies specific epithelial 
markers that are widely expressed in most solid tu-
mors (e.g., epithelial cell adhesion molecule [EpCAM] 
and cytokeratin [CK]) to capture and identify CTCs in 
complex blood samples using several methods, such 
as immune-magnetic approaches [10, 11, 13], micro-
fluidic systems [14-16] and nanomaterials conjugated 
with anti-EpCAM capturing technologies [17, 18]. 
These epithelial markers-based capture systems have 
achieved remarkable improvements in the capturing 
of CTCs from cancer patient’s blood samples. How-
ever, much evidence has demonstrated that epitheli-
al-mesenchymal transition (EMT) occurs during the 
process of tumor progression, which leads to the en-
hanced invasive and metastatic capacities of tumors 
[19-22]. During this process, tumor cells partially or 
completely lose their epithelial characteristics (e.g. 
EpCAM and CK) and acquire mesenchymal pheno-
types (e.g. twist, vimentin and snail), which increase 
tumor cell plasticity, so as to easily escape from the 
primary tumor into blood [23]. Therefore, epithelial 
markers-based CTCs capture systems would fail to 
detect those CTCs with mesenchymal phenotype.  

Traditional organic fluorescent dyes are fre-
quently employed to label antibodies and identify 
isolated CTCs from peripheral blood. However, this 
imaging technique is only available to obtain infor-
mation of a single biomarker at one time [24]. The 
simultaneous acquisition of multiple information of 
CTCs with epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes in 
situ is a formidable challenge for traditional imaging 
technique [24]. Therefore, alternative improved im-
aging technique is urgently needed in this field to 
help us simultaneously gather of multi-dimensional 
information of CTCs with epithelial and mesenchy-
mal phenotypes. Quantum dots (QDs), novel fluo-
rescent nanoparticles with unique size and surface 
effects, have been widely used in the biological im-
aging [24-26]. Compared with traditional organic 
dyes, QDs have higher fluorescence intensity, more 
stable against photobleaching and chemical degrada-
tion, size-tunable emission wavelength properties, 

which make them suitable for multiplexed imaging 
[24, 27]. 

Our previous studies introduced a good bio-
compatibility and high efficiency nanostructured 
CTCs capture system that was composed of trans-
parent hydroxyapatite-chitosan (HA-CTS) composite 
nanofilm [28, 29]. This study modified the reaction 
conditions to increase the capture ability of CTCs with 
epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes, especially 
for mesenchymal phenotype. In order to detect het-
erogeneous CTCs, QDs-based multiplexed imaging of 
CK (a specific marker of epithelial CTCs), vimentin (a 
specific marker of mesenchymal CTCs), and CD45 (a 
specific marker of white blood cells [WBCs]) was ap-
plied to replace traditional organic dyes imaging and 
detect heterogeneous CTCs in localized and meta-
static cancer patients.  

Materials and methods 
Fabrication and modification of HA-CTS nan-
ofilm-coated substrates 

The fabrication and modification of transparent 
HA-CTS nanofilm-coated substrates were described 
previously [28, 29]. Briefly, the following processes 
were used: glass cleaning → HA-CTS nanofilm coat-
ing → baking → washing → drying → 
3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilane → washing → 
4-maleimidobutyric acid N-hydrosuccinimide ester → 
washing → streptavidin (Fig. 1A1→A4). For fabrica-
tion, the transparent glass was cleaned by soaking in 
an H2SO4/H2O2 solution (3:1 volume/volume) at 
100°C for 1 h, treated with oxygen plasma for 2 min, 
and dried using nitrogen gas. HA powder (Sig-
ma-Aldrich, USA) was continuously milled using a 
planetary ball mill for 24 h to control the size of HA 
particles to 100-200 nm. Then, HA (0.5 g) and CTS (0.2 
g) powder (Haisheng Co., Ltd, China) were com-
pletely dissolved into 10 mL distilled water contain-
ing 2% acetic acid by continuously stirring with a 
magnetic stirrer for 12 h. The solution was uniformly 
smeared on the processed glass using a photoresist 
spinner at 10000 r/h for 1 min. Subsequently, the 
HA-CTS nanofilm-coated glass was baked for differ-
ent time and soaked in a 10% sodium hydroxide so-
lution for 10 h to prepare HA-CTS nanofilm substrate. 
Finally, the HA-CTS nanofilm substrate was washed 3 
times with deionized water, dried and stored at room 
temperature. For chemical modification, the prepared 
HA-CTS nanofilm substrate was cut into chips with a 
size of 1×1 cm2 and soaked in 4% 
3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxysilane (Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) for 1 h and washed 3 times with anhydrous 
ethanol and dimethylsulfoxide. Then, the HA-CTS 
nanofilm substrate was treated with the coupling 
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agent 4-maleimidobutyric acid N-hydrosuccinimide 
ester (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 45 min at room tem-
perature. After washing with dimethylsulfoxide and 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), the HA-CTS nano-
film substrate was incubated with streptavidin (dilu-
tion 1:20, 85878, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) overnight at 
4°C for standby application. 

Cell culture and climbing 
EpCAM high-expression cell lines (MCF7 and 

PC3), a low-expression cell line (A549) and 
null-expression cell lines (MDA-MB231, HeLa, DU145 
and HepG2) were used in this study [23, 30]. These 
cell lines were preserved in cancer center of the Hubei 
Key Laboratory of Tumor Biological Behaviors. All 
cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s 
medium (DMEM, hyclone, USA) supplemented with 
10% fetal calf serum at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 
Cell lines in logarithmic growth phase were digested 
using 0.25% trypsin and diluted into cell suspensions 
at a concentration of 3×105/mL with DMEM. Cell 
suspensions (3 mL) were added to clean cover glasses 
in germfree 12-well plates and incubated for 2 days at 

37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere to produce cell climb-
ing.  

Blood samples treatment 
Blood samples of healthy donors and cancer pa-

tients were obtained from Zhongnan Hospital of 
Wuhan University. Blood sample (1 mL) was collected 
from each subject in tube containing EDTA an-
ti-coagulant. Samples were diluted with 1 mL PBS 
and slowly added to a 10 mL centrifuge tube con-
taining 2 mL lymphocyte separation (LTS 1077, Chi-
na). Then, the diluted blood sample was centrifuged 
at 1800 r/min for 30 min. The middle layer containing 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells was aspirated 
into a new centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 2000 
r/min for 10 min. After removing supernatant, the 
sediment was suspended with 1 mL PBS to prepare 
the cell suspension. Finally, the prepared cell suspen-
sion was added to a 1×1 cm2 transparent substrate 
chamber for CTCs capture. This study was approved 
by the institutional approval board of Zhongnan 
Hospital of Wuhan University, and performed ac-
cording to the ethical standards of the World Medical 
Association Declaration of Helsinki.  

 
Fig. 1. Design and major technological processes of this study. Fabrication and modification of HA-CTS nanofilm substrate (A1→A4). Capture and detection of CTCs 
by transparent HA-CTS nanofilm substrate and QDs-based multiplexed imaging (B1→B4). Image acquisition and unmixing by CRi Nuance software (C1→C3). 
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Cell capture  
The prepared HA-CTS nanofilm substrates were 

washed 3 times with PBS to remove unconnected 
streptavidin and incubated with a biotinylated an-
ti-EpCAM monoclonal antibody (dilution 1:10, BAF 
960, R&D systems, USA) at room temperature for 2 h 
in a 1×1 cm2 chamber before cancer cells capture. 
Then, cell suspensions (1 mL) were added to the 
chambers and incubated at 37°C for different time to 
capture cancer cells. Then, the substrates in the 
chamber were gently washed 3 times using PBS and 
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min. 
Subsequently, Triton X-100 (0.2%) was added to the 
substrates for 10 min to increase cellular permeability 
and allow intracellular staining. Finally, the substrates 
were treated with a blocking solution containing 2% 
BSA and 0.1% Tween 20 at 37°C for 30 min to prevent 
nonspecific binding sites. WBCs as a negative control 
were also used for cell capture. 

QDs-based multiplexed imaging 
QDs-based multiplexed imaging was divided 

into two parts: QDs-based multiplexed imaging of cell 
climbing and QDs-based multiplexed imaging of 
substrate with captured cancer cells. For cell climbing 
staining, the cell climbing was treated with the fol-
lowing mixture of primary antibodies at 4°C over-
night: mouse anti-human IgG monoclonal antibody 
against CK (dilution 1:600, BD-349205, BD Bioscienc-
es, Franklin Lakes, USA), goat anti-human IgG mon-
oclonal antibody against vimentin (dilution 1:100, 
Ab-11256, Abcam, Cambridge, England) and a bioti-
nylated anti-EpCAM monoclonal antibody. For the 
substrate staining, the substrate was incubated with 
the following mixture of primary antibodies at 4°C 
overnight: mouse anti-human IgG monoclonal anti-
body against CK, goat anti-human IgG monoclonal 
antibody against vimentin, and rabbit anti-human 
monoclonal antibody against CD45 (dilution 1:100, 
Ab-40763, Abcam). Then corresponding secondary 
antibodies, including QDs-585 goat F(ab’)2 anti-mouse 
IgG conjugate (dilution 1:600, Q11011MP, Invitrogen, 
USA), QDs-655 rabbit F(ab’)2 anti-goat IgG conjugate 
(dilution 1:600, Q11821MP, Invitrogen, USA), and 
QDs-labeled streptavidin-525 (dilution 1:100, QS525, 
Jiayuan Co., Ltd, China) or QDs-525 goat F(ab’)2 an-
ti-rabbit IgG conjugate (dilution 1:50, Q11441MP, 
Invitrogen, USA) were added to the substrate and 
incubated at 37°C for 2 h (Fig. 1B1-B3).  

Comparisons between QDs-based imaging and 
traditional dyes imaging 

Photobleaching and detection sensitivity were 
compared between QDs-based imaging and tradi-
tional dyes imaging. Images of MCF7 cell suspensions 

stained with QDs-655 and organic dye phycoerythrin 
(PE) and images of WBC suspensions stained with 
QDs-525 and the organic dye fluorescein isothiocya-
nate (FITC) were continuously exposed under an ex-
citing light for photobleaching comparison. Two 
groups of MCF7 cell suspensions containing 1000, 500, 
250 and 125 cancer cells were introduced into the op-
timized HA/CTS nanofilm substrates to perform 
QDs-based imaging and organic dyes imaging on CK 
for sensitivity comparison.  

Image acquisition and unmixing 
The surface morphology of HA-CTS nanofilm 

substrates was observed using field emission scan-
ning electron microscopy (6700F; JEOL, Japan) at an 
acceleration voltage of 20 keV. QDs images with sin-
gle information and traditional organic dyes images 
were acquired under an Olympus BX51 microscope 
equipped with an Olympus DP72 camera (Olympus 
Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The signal intensities 
of CK and CD45 were quantified using the software 
package within the CRi Nuance multispectral imag-
ing system (Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, 
Inc., Woburn, MA, USA). QDs images with multiple 
information on CK, vimentin and EpCAM/CD45 
were acquired and unmixed using CRi Nuance mul-
tispectral imaging systems. After imaging acquisition, 
the information on these molecules were unmixed by 
the software package within CRi Nuance multispec-
tral imaging system (Fig. 1C1-C3). There were 2 major 
technical steps for this procedure: (1) Selection of tar-
gets with different spectra; and (2) Image unmixing 
and elimination of background noise.  

Cell counting 
There are two methods to count captured cells in 

this study, one is for counting captured cell lines, and 
the other is for counting captured CTCs. For cell lines, 
images of the captured cells stained with 
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole from different fields of 
each HA-CTS nanofilm substrate were randomly ac-
quired by Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope at 
100× magnifications. The number of captured cells in 
these images was automatically counted by Im-
age-Pro Plus software (Media Cybernetics Inc., Silver 
Spring, USA). And, the average value of captured 
cells in these images was calculated. The area of the 
acquired image could be calculated according to the 
scale of the acquired image. After above procedures, 
the number of all acquired cells on the 1×1 cm2 sub-
strate was finally produced based on the following 
formula: captured cells (n) = average value × (sub-
strate area/image area). 

For CTCs, the CTCs stained with red QDs-655 
and/or yellow QDs-585 on the HA-CTS nanofilm 
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substrate were observed, counted and verified by two 
observers (one observed from the eyepiece, the other 
observed from the computer screen) under the fluo-
rescence microscope at 200× magnifications according 
to the diagnostic standards (CK+ and/or Vimentin+, 
CD45-, cell size: 10-30 μm), from left to right, and top 
to bottom, throughout the entire substrate. Once the 
suspicious CTCs were found by any observer, they 
should be confirmed at 400× or 1000× magnifications. 

Results  
Comparisons of HA-CTS nanofilm substrates 
under different conditions 

To acquire the optimized experiment conditions, 
CTCs capture efficiency at different baking time of 
HA-CTS-coated glasses and incubation time of cell 
suspensions on HA-CTS nanofilm substrates were 
compared in this study. First, the HA-CTS-coated 
glasses were heated on a baking table for 30 min, 60 
min, 90 min and 120 min. Scanning electron micros-
copy showed that the surface morphology of HA-CTS 
nanofilm changed with the baking time of 30 min (Fig. 
2A), 60 min (Fig. 2B), 90 min (Fig. 2C) and 120 min 
(Fig. 2D). Then, an EpCAM high-expression cancer 
cell line (MCF7), low-expression cell line (A549), 
null-expression cell line (HeLa) and WBCs from 
healthy donors were used at a concentration of 
105/mL to quantify the capture efficiency of 
HA-CTS-coated glasses with different baking time. As 
shown in Fig. 2E, the capture efficiency of HA-CTS 
nanofilm substrates at the 90 min baking time was 
maximal for all cell lines, and efficiency declined with 
the extended baking time. Notably, the increased 
magnitude of capture efficiency for EpCAM low- and 
null-expression cell lines was higher than that of 

EpCAM high-expression cell line and WBCs. Subse-
quently, the above cell suspensions were incubated on 
HA-CTS nanofilm substrates with the optimized 
baking time for different incubation time (1 h, 2 h, 3 h 
and 4 h) to identify the optimal incubating time. As 
seen in Fig. 2F, the capture efficiency of tumor cell 
lines increased with incubation time and reached a 
maximum at 3 h. Specifically, the capture efficiency 
reached nearly 80% at 2 h for EpCAM high-expression 
cell line (MCF7) and further increased to the maxi-
mum at 3 h. The capture efficiency for the EpCAM 
low- (A549) and null-expression (HeLa) cell lines was 
significantly higher at 3 h than 1 h, especially for the 
HeLa cell line. However, the capture efficiency of 
WBCs reached a maximum at 2 h and declined at the 
following two time points. Therefore, we chose 90 min 
as the optimal baking time of HA-CTS-coated glasses 
and 3 h as the optimal incubation time of cell suspen-
sions in this study.  

Four other cancer cell lines (PC3, DU145, HepG2 
and MDA-MB231) and WBCs were used to further 
determine the capture efficiency of HA-CTS nanofilm 
substrates using our modified capture conditions 
(baking time: 90 min; incubation time: 3 h). The cap-
ture efficiency of modified HA-CTS nanofilm sub-
strates for PC3, DU145, HepG2 and MDA-MB231 
were 82.3%, 52.7%, 60.3%, 68.3%, respectively (Fig. 
2G). These results demonstrated that the modified 
HA-CTS nanofilm substrates exhibited high capture 
efficiency for EpCAM high-expression cells. Simulta-
neously, the modified HA-CTS nanofilm substrates 
also could successfully capture EpCAM 
null-expression tumor cells with a capture efficiency > 
50%. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Comparisons of capture efficiency of HA-CTS nanofilm substrates under different conditions. The surface morphology of HA-CTS coated glasses at baking 
time of 30 min (A), 60 min (B), 90 min (C) and 120 min (D). The comparisons of capture efficiency for different cells lines under different baking time (E) and incubation 
time (F). The capture efficiency of several other cell lines under the optimized conditions (G).  
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Comparisons between QDs-based imaging and 
traditional organic dyes imaging  

Photobleaching and detection ability of 
QDs-based imaging and traditional organic dyes im-
aging were compared to validate the ability of 
QDs-based imaging. PE and QDs-655, FITC and 
QDs-525 were applied for photobleaching studies to 
image CK of MCF7 cells and CD45 of WBCs on the 
modified HA-CTS nanofilm substrates, respectively. 
QDs-655 and PE imaging of MCF7 cells under con-
tinuous exciting light at 0 min (Fig. 3A1 and B1), 2 min 
(Fig. 3A2 and B2), 4 min (Fig. 3A3 and B3) and 8 min 
(Fig. 3A4 and B4), and QDs-525 and FITC imaging of 
WBCs under continuous exciting light at 0 min (Fig. 
3C1 and D1), 2 min (Fig. 3C2 and D2), 4 min (Fig. 3C3 
and D3) and 8 min (Fig. 3C4 and D4) were shown in 
Fig. 3. The fluorescent intensity curve of these 4 dyes 
indicated that QDs exhibited stronger photostability 
than traditional organic dyes (PE and FITC) (Fig. 3E). 
Notably, the fluorescence intensity of QDs-655 

slightly increased at the beginning of exposure, then 
decreased steadily. Therefore, QDs were superior to 
organic dyes because of the comparatively longer 
fluorescence lifetime, which guaranteed a longer 
search time and observation of targets.  

To compare the detection ability of QDs to or-
ganic dyes imaging on cancer cells, two groups of 
MCF7 cell suspensions at concentration of 1000/mL, 
500/mL, 250/mL, 125/mL were captured using the 
modified HA-CTS nanofilm substrates under the 
same conditions. Then, QDs-655 and traditional PE 
imaging were used to detect the captured cancer cells. 
The results showed the efficiencies of QDs detection 
at these concentrations were higher than PE detection 
(Fig. 3F). However, the difference between these two 
staining methods had no statistical significance. These 
results indicated that QDs had a comparable ability 
for the detection of captured cancer cells as organic 
dyes. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparisons of QDs-based imaging and organic dyes imaging in photostability and detection ability. QDs-655 imaging and PE imaging for MCF7 cells at 0 min 
(A1 and B1), 2 min (A2 and B2), 4 min (A3 and B3) and 8 min (A4 and B4); QDs-525 imaging and FITC imaging for WBCs at 0 min (C1 and D1), 2 min (C2 and D2), 
4 min (C3 and D3) and 8 min (C4 and D4); Comparisons of fluorescence intensity for different staining methods (E); Comparisons of QDs and organic dyes imaging 
in detection ability for cancer cells with different concentrations (F). Magnifications: 200×. 
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Fig. 4. QDs-based multiplexed imaging on cancer cell lines with different molecule phenotypes. Original images and unmixed images for EpCAM, CK and vimentin of 
MCF7 (A1-A4), A549 (B1-B4), HeLa (C1-C4), MDA-MB231 (D1-D4), HepG2 (E1-E4), DU145 (F1-F4) and PC3 (G1-G4). Magnifications: 400×. 

 

QDs-based multiplexed imaging of EpCAM, 
CK and vimentin in cell climbing 

To determine the staining ability of QDs-based 
multiplexed imaging for multiple molecules, 7 tumor 
cell lines (MCF-7, A549, HeLa, MDA-MB231, HepG2, 
DU145 and PC3) with different expression levels of 
EpCAM, CK and vimentin in prepared cell climbing 
were stained by QDs-based multiplexed imaging. Fig. 
4 showed the original QDs images and unmixed im-
ages of CK, vimentin and EpCAM of these 7 tumor 

cell lines. These images validated that QDs-based 
multiplexed imaging could clearly reveal multiple 
molecules with different expression levels in tumor 
cells. 

Capture and detection of CTCs from cancer 
patients 

The modified CTCs capture and detection sys-
tem was used to capture CTCs from prepared blood 
sample suspensions from 55 patients with breast 
cancer (12 cases), lung cancer (13 cases), gastric cancer 
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(15 cases) and colorectal cancer (15 cases) and healthy 
donors (8 cases). After this procedure, QDs-based 
multiplexed imaging was used to simultaneously 
stain CK, vimentin and CD45 on the transparent sub-
strates. Vimentin-positive CTC with mesenchymal 
phenotype from lung cancer (Fig. 5A1-A4), 
CK-positive CTC with epithelial phenotype from 
breast cancer (Fig. 5B1-B4), and both CK- and vi-
mentin-positive CTC with epithelial-mesenchymal 
phenotype from colorectal cancer (Fig. 5C1-C4) were 
showed in Fig. 5. These results indicated that this 
CTCs capture and detection system could directly 
capture and identify heterogeneous CTCs.  

Simultaneously, number of vimentin-positive 
CTCs, CK-positive CTCs, and CK- and vi-
mentin-positive CTCs of above 4 kinds of cancers 
with different TNM stages and healthy donors were 
showed in Fig. 5D. From Fig. 5D, we could find the 
proportions of CK-positive CTCs, vimentin-positive 

CTCs, and CK- and vimentin-positive CTCs were 
68.5% (37/54), 7.4% (4/54), 24.1% (13/54), respec-
tively, in breast cancer, 68.8% (64/93), 4.3% (4/93), 
26.9% (25/93), respectively, in lung cancer, 64.7% 
(75/116), 6.9% (8/116), 28.4% (33/116), respectively, 
in gastric cancer, and 52.3% (56/107), 10.3% (11/107), 
37.4% (40/107), respectively, in colorectal cancer. 
Additionally, proportions of vimentin-positive CTCs 
(33.3%, 9/27) and CK- and vimentin-positive CTCs 
(31.5%, 35/111) of early stage (stage I/II) cancers were 
lower than that of advanced stage (III/IV) cancers 
(vimentin-positive CTCs: 66.7%, 18/27; vi-
mentin-positive CTCs: 68.5%, 76/111). The results 
implied that the proportions of CTCs with mesen-
chymal phenotype in early stage cancers may lower 
than that in advanced stage cancers. However, this 
capture and detection system did not capture and 
detect CTCs in blood samples of heathy donors. 

 

 
Fig. 5. QDs-based multiplexed imaging and unmixed images of different CTCs phenotypes for cancer patient and number of captured CTCs for different cancers. A1, 
B1 and C1 are original images of QDs-based multiplexed imaging; A2, B2 and C2 are unmixed images of WBCs; A3, B3 and C3 are unmixed images of CK; A4, B4 and 
C4 are unmixed images of vimentin. Number of CK-positive, vimentin-positive, and both CK- and vimentin-positive CTCs for different cancers at different TNM 
stages and heathy donors (D). Magnifications: 1000×. 
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Discussion 
Some tumor cells, which are broadly known as 

CTCs, detach from the primary tumor mass and gain 
access to the blood circulation during cancer progres-
sion. These cells may implant at other body sites to 
form metastases and/or recurrence when the local 
microenvironment is permissive [31, 32]. CTCs have 
aroused much interest from the oncology community 
as a useful indicator in cancer detection, prognosis 
and treatment evaluation [6-8]. Therefore, the capture 
and identification of CTCs from complex blood sys-
tems are hot topics in cancer research. 

So far, much attention has been paid to the de-
velopment of various technologies that attempted to 
enrich and detect CTCs from complex blood system. 
The cores of these technologies are “enrichment” and 
“identification” of CTCs. Enrichment technologies can 
be divided into two mainstream methods: immu-
noaffinity enrichment (e.g. immunomagnetic beads, 
flow cytometry sorting and immunoaffinity 
CTCs-chips, et al) [10, 11] and physical enrichment 
(cell size, cell density, and cell morphology, et al) [9, 
12, 33]. The immunoaffinity enrichment methods are 
the most promising candidates for CTCs capture sys-
tems. Mostly, an epithelial marker (EpCAM or CK) 
that is widely expressed in solid cancers is used to 
capture CTCs using immuno-conjugation methods in 
this type of CTCs capture system, which shows high 
specificity and strong stability in the capture of CTCs 
and opens a new field in CTCs research. However, 
this technique may not be an efficient or reliable tool 
for the capture of CTCs, which have experienced EMT 
process to down-regulate or lose epithelial markers. 
The existence of EMT implies that CTCs capture sys-
tems that are only based on epithelial markers are not 
sufficient and may fail to capture mesenchymal phe-
notype CTCs [34]. Physical enrichment methods that 
are based on cell density, size, and morphology seem 
to capture CTCs with epithelial and mesenchymal 
phenotypes. However, these methods are also criti-
cized because of their low capture sensitivity and 
specificity [35]. Additionally, how to simultaneously 
and rapidly identify these heterogeneous CTCs using 
traditional CTCs detection technologies is another 
challenge.  

This study established a nanostructured capture 
and QDs-based multiplexed imaging detection sys-
tem to capture and identify epithelial and mesen-
chymal CTCs and address these disadvantages. 
Firstly, HA (the main mineral component of verte-
brate bone and teeth tissue that exhibits good bio-
compatibility and bioactivity [36]) and CTS (a bio-
compatible biodegradable polysaccharide which 
could increase the plasticity of HA particles [37]) were 

introduced to fabricate transparent nanofilm. The 
combination of HA and CTS had strong mechanical 
strength, good biocompatibility, which was beneficial 
for shaping and cell adhesions. The transparent sub-
strates successfully captured epithelial CTCs by func-
tionalizing with anti-EpCAM antibody. Since 
nanostructures topographic could significantly en-
hance adhesion strength of cancer cells [33], the in-
teractions between nanoscale cellular surface com-
ponents (e.g., microvilli and filopodia) and 
nanostructured materials were also fully used to in-
crease the capture of mesenchymal CTCs, in addition 
to the immunoaffinity reaction between an-
ti-EpCAM-coated transparent substrates and epithe-
lial CTCs. Our previous studies demonstrated that 
nanostructured CTCs substrates could capture Ep-
CAM low-expression cell line (A549) at an efficiency 
of 70% [28]. Based on this nanostructured CTCs cap-
turing substrates, we optimized the experimental 
conditions. Before fabrication of HA-CTS nanofilm 
substrates, HA powder was firstly milled to make the 
particles fine and uniform. Generally speaking, pow-
der would produce a large number of fresh bonding 
interfaces after being repeatedly broken. In addition, 
the smaller particle size was, the bigger surface area 
and higher surface energy were. Moreover, we opti-
mized the baking time of HA-CTS-coated glasses to 
change surface morphology of nanofilm and incuba-
tion time of cell suspension to increase the attachment 
with nanosubstrates (Fig. 2E and F). By above two 
procedures, the optimized HA-CTS nanofilm could 
capture CTCs with epithelial phenotype at an effi-
ciency > 80% and CTCs with mesenchymal phenotype 
at an efficiency > 50% (Fig. 2G).  

In terms of identifying CTCs, comparisons be-
tween QDs-based imaging and organic dyes imaging 
indicated that QDs-based imaging had comparable 
detection ability to organic dyes imaging but higher 
photostability than organic dyes imaging in stained 
cells (Fig. 3). To further validate its staining ability, 
QDs-based multiplexed imaging was used to image 
EpCAM, CK and vimentin of different cancer cell 
lines, which demonstrated that this technique accu-
rately described the molecular profiles of cancer cell 
lines with different phenotypes (Fig. 4). Finally, 
QDs-based multiplexed imaging of CK (a widely used 
marker of epithelial cells), vimentin (the major con-
stituent of the intermediate filament family that is 
up-regulated in many EMT cancer cells [38]), and 
CD45 (a specific marker for WBCs) were applied to 
simultaneously distinguish CTCs from WBCs. The 
CRi Nuance multispectral imaging system validated 
the capture ability of the HA-CTS nanofilm substrates 
for heterogeneous phenotypes from different patient 
blood samples by unmixing the spectral signals of CK 
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and vimentin without the interference of noisy signals 
with similar colors. Additionally, the technique also 
clearly demonstrated the number of CTCs with dif-
ferent phenotypes in cancer patients and healthy do-
nors.  

There are three improvements in this study. 
Firstly, the modified HA-CTS nanofilm substrates in 
this study can capture epithelial CTCs and mesen-
chymal CTCs at acceptable capture efficiencies (> 80% 
for EpCAM high- or low-expression CTCs and > 50% 
for EpCAM null-expression CTCs). Secondly, 
QDs-based imaging exhibits a stronger photostability 
and fluorescence intensity than organic dyes, which 
guarantees a long search time and observation period 
of potential CTCs on transparent substrates. Thirdly, 
QDs-based multiplexed imaging allows the direct 
distinguishing of CTCs from WBCs under an exciting 
light and the simultaneously imaging of epithelial and 
mesenchymal CTCs. These factors may help reduce 
the difficulties of capturing CTCs with different phe-
notypes and improve the efficiency of CTCs identifi-
cation by imaging multiple biomarkers.  

Conclusions 
The present study demonstrated a reliable cap-

ture and detection system for epithelial and mesen-
chymal CTCs from blood samples that combined 
CTCs enrichment equipment based on HA-CTS nan-
ofilm substrates with a highly sensitive QDs-based 
multiplexed imaging identification method.  

Abbreviation 
CTCs: circulating tumor cells; HA-CTS: hy-

droxyapatite-chitosan; EpCAM: epithelial cell adhe-
sion molecule; CK: cytokeratin; EMT: epitheli-
al-mesenchymal transition; QDs: quantum dots; 
WBCs: white blood cells; PBS: phosphate-buffered 
saline; PFA: paraformaldehyde; FITC: fluorescein 
isothiocyanate; PE: phycoerythrin. 
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